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agencies and national development and interethnic peace and stability with specific focus on the Russian news agency Interfax. He concludes that by developing a relatively independent, horizontal informational infrastructure for the entire region, Interfax has a strong claim as contributor to regional stability, cultural and economic integration. Dong examines the reactions of and interactions between Chinese overseas online users about matters pertaining to political discourses and ideological debates on China as well as China's external tensions with other world powers. Roy conducts critical discourse analysis of newspaper texts pertaining to the conflict representation between Israel and Palestine in The New York Times. She demonstrates how mediated, discursive conflict representation has implications for intercultural communication with regard to issues of identities, instances of 'othering,' and unconscious projection of cultural expectations in conflict reportage. Anderson analyzes the Canadian Prime Minister's 2008 apology to the victims of residential schools in the country to reveal a contested meaning of the apology. The analysis indicates that the apology was perceived by intercultural audiences as tenacious in its discursive ability to recall Canada's colonial history and genocide against native Indians. Finally, in the last contribution, Oliha reflects on the field of intercultural communication and its internal contradictions that continue to deny the voices of scholars from particular cultures and proposes the notion of avante-garde epistemic confluence to foster greater inclusion of diverse voices in the field.
Together, this special issue offers diverse ways of typifying conflicts, demonstrates from multiple perspectives the deep impact conflicts and representation of conflicts have on intercultural communication, provides evidence of conflict within the field and ways to contend with them, and proposes ways to improve representation of conflicts in the media and politics.
